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downgrade the political prowess of the urban middle classes and to upgrade the
importance of the landed gentry in Tudor and early Stuart England.1 The result of the
historiograph!cal storm over the gentry, in any case, has been to underline a greatly
expanded role for the nobility and gentry in the field of education, a role which in
turn strengthened the upper classes so that they were able to retain their place in the
power structure of England long after their counterparts in France were able to do so.
Indeed, the gentry were key allies of the Tudor kings in their drive to centralized
power, and then became key participants in the revolution that enabled the House of
Commons to challenge the power of the Stuart monarchy and even to overthrow it
during the mid-decades of the seventeenth century.
The crucial point to make here is that facilities for organized education from
lower school to university became more available to and were more heavily relied upon
by a wider range of social classes, both upper and middle, both rural and urban, than
ever before. This was generally the case in most of western Europe, but is perhaps best
illustrated by England, which played such a key role in the modernization of the West
and its expansion in the world.
Just as the political changes of the early modern period were profoundly
interrelated with education, so were its economic and social developments. The
primary effect of both was to create for the schools a new group of students from the
rural gentry and urban middle classes, and, to a lesser extent, from lower classes.
Giving their children the advantage of an education was one of the ways that the
newly rich could achieve respectability. Therefore the merchant classes poured money
into schools of all kinds. One way was to give money to schools already established or
to help found new academic schools. Another was to demand schools of greater
practical and vocational use for a life of business, commerce, and agriculture. In some
countries this end was achieved through voluntary gifts and subscriptions to private
schools. In other countries the middle class used its newly won political power to pass
laws creating state and city schools supported at public expense for the benefit of all
children. The extremes at each end of the social scale were also not overlooked. At the
upper end, the nobility on the Continent were interested in setting up special
academies to train their children in the proper courtly ways, while in England
aristocratic youth went to grammar schools and the universities. At the lower end,
religious and philanthropic agencies set about giving free or charity education to
children of unemployed or pauper parents who could not afford to have them
educated. In any case, the religious motive was nearly always combined with the
political and economic in the efforts to provide education.
Along with the growing urbanization and commercial activity that created a
network of trading cities across the face of Europe went a series of technological
inventions that further accelerated trade in goods and ideas and even boosted them
into global dimensions. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries refined and enlarged the
scope of technology in fortification, farming, mining, manufacturing, and precision
!For a handy summary of the main points in the controversy and excerpts from key references, see
Lawrence Stone, Social Giange and Revolution in England, 1540-1640, Longmans, Green, Lon-
don, 1965.

